Identification, characterization, and functional investigation of circular RNAs in subventricular zone of adult rat brain.
Adult neural stem cells (NSCs) are able to self-renew and generate new neural cells. Identifying regulators of NSCs is significant for the development of NSC-based therapies for neurodegenerative diseases and brain injuries. Recently, circular RNAs (circRNAs) have been characterized in various cell lines and brain tissues, and found to participate in multiple biological processes. However, the expression pattern of circRNAs in adult NSCs is still unknown. Here, the subventricular zone (SVZ) of the lateral ventricle was isolated as the niche of NSCs in adult rat brain for RNA sequencing and the characteristics of circRNAs profiling in both SVZ and cerebral cortex were also investigated. As a result, 29 049 and 31 975 circRNAs were identified in SVZ and cortex, respectively. Among them, 41 were SVZ-specific and 48 were cortex-specific. 467 circRNAs were also found to express predominately in SVZ, while the cortex had other 423 circRNAs. Gene Ontology (GO) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) analyses revealed that the SVZ-specific circRNAs have close relationship with the regulation of NSC expansion and NSC-niche interaction, while the other differentially expressed circRNAs might be involved in neural cellular construction and nerve system function. Furthermore, the interactions between circRNAs and microRNAs were also explored, and the result showed that one SVZ-specific circRNA was capable to competitively bind miR-138-5p as a potential derepressive regulator in NSCs proliferation. Hence, our work has laid the foundations to decipher regulation mechanisms of circRNAs in adult NSCs and to develop circRNAs as novel biomarkers for adult NSCs.